This Week:

- ERP Go Live Update
- Illinois Chosen for Cyber Policy Academy
- The Results Are In...

ERP Go Live Update
Phase 1 of the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) program successfully went LIVE on October 1. The four pilot agencies include EPA, VA, IOC and IDES, with nearly 200 users on the new SAP system. This long awaited program replaces many disparate systems in the areas of financials, procurement and grants management. More information can be found here and congrats to the entire ERP Team!

Illinois Chosen for Cyber Policy Academy
Illinois was one of five states selected to participate in the cyber policy academy, sponsored by the National Governors Association. The event, held this week, brings Illinois cybersecurity thought leaders together to discuss strategies and governance procedures. More information on the NGA’s cybersecurity policy academy can be found here.

The Results Are In...
Studies show, in order to get better, you need to measure. To achieve that, ten key performance indicators (KPIs) were chosen to track the progress of DoIT’s IT transformation efforts and the results look STRONG for Q1. Details can be found here and a special thank you to all DoIT employees who have worked hard to achieve this progress!

DoIT FYIs & Reminders

The new security content went live this week on the DoIT website and is full of useful information on many areas of cybersecurity. Be sure to check it out here.

New Telecom Coordinators have been added for DoIT and details can be found here.

As always, send questions to IT.Transformation@Illinois.gov